The Caring Cradle is a device that cools and offers a more dignified, comfortable way for parents and families to spend time with a baby who has passed away. By cooling the precious body of a baby the natural changes that occur in death are slowed.

This slowing allows parents memory making time, out of town family to arrive, pictures to be taken and above all the ability to hold, rock, bathe and cuddle the baby without worry.

The Caring Cradle is a product by Comfort Innovations LLC

COMFORT INNOVATIONS LLC
PO Box 8907 Lakeland Florida 33806
863-825-3196
www.caringcradle.com
comfortinnovationsllc@gmail.com

Creating moments for memories.
At Caring Cradle we know how important the little things are. Each cradle will come with a supply of birth announcement cards. Staff can write the details of baby’s birth and slip the card into the holder affixed to each bassinet. These cards will make a special keepsake for parents to take home.

**WHY A CARING CRADLE?**

This support tool is for any family whose baby has died. In the past the bereaved were limited to morgue visits, packing a infant in ice, turning the temperature down in rooms and other antiquated means born out of necessity. Comfort Innovations is dedicated to providing families with a tool to allow an appropriate atmosphere to say goodbye to their baby.

**A Story too Beautiful for Earth**

Baby_____________________________ Gender: M____F____
Mother____________________________ Time____________________________
Date Of Birth______________________  Weight____________________________
Length____________________________ Chest Circumference____________________
Head Circumference_________________
Date Of Passing____________________ Doctor____________________________

**Caring Cradle Overview**

*All-inclusive design (cart - bassinet - mechanics)*
*Removable mattress that can be swaddled with baby helps maintain cooling while cuddling*
*Continuous operation*
*Low energy sealed system*
*Maintains cooling temperature of approximately 47f*
*USA standard cord with international adapter*
*All components easily sanitized*
*No harmful chemicals needed*
*Uses environmentally safe coolant*
*Enclosed storage cabinet and lower open shelf*
*Birth card holder*
*Ample space for mounting memory plates*
*Assembled in the USA*
*Manufacturer Warranty*
*No consumables required*
*Priced affordably*

What parents are saying.

“I had emergency surgery after my son was stillborn. By the time I returned he had changed so much. I wish we would have had one of these.” ~ Denise

“We were only allowed to hold our baby for a short time. We didn’t get any pictures. Every time I think about all we missed out on I get so sad.” ~ Phoebe

“Anything that allows parents more time to process and hospitals re-thinking current protocol is a step in the right direction.” ~ Lori